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26. Though the city ……. within two years, you can still see evidence of the fire that destroyed it.  

1) was completely rebuilt    2) it was rebuilt completely  

3) completely was rebuilt    4) completely rebuilt it  

27. Voters rejected an effort to reduce class sizes and ………. the number of teachers hired.  

1) increasingly  2) the increase of  3) increasing   4) increase  

28. Biggest fast-food restaurants used to look different ……….  

1) than they do today  2) as are today  3) that today   4) than today are  

29. ………., the inner layer of the skin, is rich with blood vessels and nerve endings.  

1) The dermis is  2) That the dermis is  3) The dermis   4) The dermis which is  

30. Color, hardness, and ………. are physical properties that you can use in the description.  

1) dense   2) densely   3) denseness   4) density  

31. Vindscreen Viper is a very poisonous snake ………. bite is almost certainly deadly.  

1) which is   2) its    3) that    4) whose 

32. No one knows what motivated the man ………. in such a violent way.  

1) to act  2) act    3) acting   4) acted  

33. ………. players who have tested positive have been self-isolated and are following Health 

Canada protocols.  

1) Some of   2) Almost   3) All of   4) All  

34. The kitchen ………. on the tenth-floor tested recipes for all the magazine’s cooking columns.  

1) has situated  2) was situated  3) situated   4) situates  

35. She fears that the ………. essence of human nature will be destroyed.  

1) much   2) very   3) far    4) highly 

36. Corporations ………. by states, so rules may vary.  

1) regulated them  2) regulate   3) that are regulated  4) are regulated  

37. Once the transaction is complete, Mr. Elon Musk ………. to take the company private.  

1) plans   2) was planning  3) planned   4) to plan  

38. ………. today in California some counties whose restaurants, although expensive, can count 

among the best in the world.  

1) It is existing  2) There exist   3) There exists  4) Existing  

39. Out of this difficult time ………. to write “I hope you Dance” . 

1) the inspiration coming    2) inspired  

3) it is inspiring     4) came the inspiration  

40. ………. it is widely used in space physics research, the network is not very comprehensive.  

1) Though   2) Except for   3) Whether   4) Despite  
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41. The topsoil has become ………. salty for plants to survive.  

1) very   2) so    3) too    4) enough  

42. Either my parents or my brother ………. me up at the station.  

1) are going to pick  2) are picking  3) picking   4) is going to pick 

43. There are hundreds of sites ………. solutions to all sorts of tests.  

1) offer   2) which offering  3) offering   4) are offering  

44. I would rather they ………. something about it instead of just talking about it.  

1) did    2) will do   3) doing   4) do  

45. That seems to be ………. pressing problem for humans.  

1) more than   2) the most   3) most   4) the more  

46. We are very grateful ………. Britney for her most generous gift.  

1) from   2) for    3) to    4) with  

47. Growth in retail sales appears ………. lately compared with a year earlier.  

1) slowing  2) to slow   3) slowed   4) to have slowed  

48. The techniques for the treatment of breast cancer were advanced ………. 1930s.  

1) in the   2) in    3) at the   4) within  

49. After we picked up the cupcakes, I ………. at a clearance shelf that caught my eye.  

1) have been stopped  2) had stopped  3) might stop   4) stopped  

50. The next time we meet, I ……… my college education.  

1) complete      2) will have completed  

3) must have completed    4) am completing 
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 پاسخنامه کلیدی

 پاسخ  شماره سؤال پاسخ  شماره سؤال

26 1 41 3 

27 4 42 4 

28 1 43 3 

29 3 44 1 

30 4 45 2 

31 4 46 3 

32 1 47 4 

33 4 48 1 

34 3 49 4 

35 2 50 2 

36 4   

37 1   

38 3   

39 4   

40 1   

 

 


